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Dear Reber, 

I was interested in your ideas of trying to observe 
cosmic noise at low frequencies using the penetration of the 
ionosphere by the extraordinar,y wave along a line of magnetic 
force. 

I do not know enough about the theory to appreciate
the possibilities and limitations. The only discussion I know 
of is that by story in a recent Phil. Trans. in connection 
with "whistlers". you might find it worth reading. (story 
is one of Ratcliffe's people). 

With regard to searching for a noise level component 
showing a sidereal time variation, I do not know where to get 
a suitab.le series of observations. I do not think such a 
series has been taken in Australia. All I can think of is the 
records which were taken in the U.S. in the 1920's. Some of 

,y<,' ,~, .... thes~~~.peared...Jn the P~I.R.E.; alternatively they-may _ 
~.i;'~ ~,~':f~tl',J""~lf~·_-l"_~V· ••'radio .e~.to.t10D coillp:Q1.ee. 
~Z':" yOU might be' able to get some by writing to these. 

Our own efforts at reduction in frequency have 
stopped at 9 MC/s. We have a first-class series of observations 
at 18 Mc/s and a scrappy one at 9 Mc/s. The general trend 
is still the same. At 9 Mc/s brightness temperatures of 
nearly a million degrees are found. Shain did the work, which 
is not yet published. It would be thoroughly interesting to 
measure noise levels at much lower frequencies. Perhaps
rockets are the answer - when they can go a bit higher. 

Our latest c05ffiic noise venture will interest you.
It is in competition with the big parabolas and j-- --  -----,

Iis an aerial system consisting of a cross which' 
utilizes interference so as to be equivalent in , I 

Iresolving power to the square surrounding the ! 
I 

cross (see sketch). By utiliz~ng interference c=====~====~
 
only the ar"~J!1 :the sky corenon to the beams of ,
 
t~v1dtUfI';'~~3 _is v1a1.ble. We have under I
 
construction a 500-yard model which wirr------t-:-,~~--++--
operate at about 85 Me/s. .,


your photos are most intriguing. I should love to 
visit you and, see it all. 

'lours 


